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Abstract8

Biological systems are outperforming machines in legged locomoting under al-

most any conditions. This is partly due to their capability of learning from

failure and adapting their control approach and morphological features. This

paper proposes an approach that extends the spring-loaded inverted pendulum

(SLIP) model with the capability to adapt its attack angle (control) and stiffness

(morphology) based on previous locomotion attempts. A set of different update

rules, i.e., how this experience is used to adapt, are systematically investigated.

The results suggest that modifying either attack angle, or stiffness, or both is

beneficial with respect to achieve stable locomotion. Particularly, if the current

system configuration (control and morphology) outperforms the previous one,

the results suggest that increasing the angle and decreasing the stiffness of the

system leads to more stable solutions. Consequently, the basic SLIP model ex-

tended by the proposed learning capabilities is able to reach stable locomotion

over a much wider range of parameter combinations simply through trial and

error.
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1. Introduction12

Despite the huge success of robotics in general, there are almost no ma-13

chines that are capable to stably locomote in rough, unknown terrain. As a14

consequence, most of today’s robots work only in well-defined environments like15

assembly lines and on the factory floor. Even state-of-the-art robots are still16

not able to deal with the uncertainty, complexity and variety typical of natu-17

ral environments and our living and working places. Simply put, if they can’t18

model it, they’ll fail. On the other hand, animals, including us humans, are19

particularly good at locomotion and we outperform robots in almost any cate-20

gory, including, energy efficiency, stability, robustness, agility, and many others21

[1][24]. This is partly due to the fact that a lot of the locomotion process hap-22

pens without the need of an exact model of the environment. For example, part23

of self-stabilisation can be carried out by the morphological structure of the24

legs. One could say control is outsourced to the morphology. In robotics, this25

is often referred to as morphological computation [9, 10, 8]. Another important26

difference is that animals are remarkable adaptive. They can locomote over a27

wide range of different terrains [23, 11, 5, 4]. Key properties are their capability28

of learning from previous experience and their capacity to adapt, i.e., change29

their control strategy and/or change their morphological properties, e.g., like30

adapting stiffness). While numerous mechanisms have been proposed to adapt31

stiffness, typically referred to as variable compliant mechanisms [22, 25], only32

few have been used to actively increase locomotion performance. For example,33

Quy et al. used adaption of stiffness to improve energy efficiency in single-legged34

hopper [23].35

In this work we propose an approach that implements these learning and adapta-36

tion capabilities on the well-established spring-loaded inverted pendulum model37

(SLIP) model, which is a prevalent model for analyzing running and hopping38

[2]. This simple model is surprisingly general as it works over a wider range of39

species and locomotion types. In its basic form it describes the action of the40

leg by representing it as a lossless, linear spring of constant stiffness k and rest41
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length lo as shown in Figure 1. The leg has no mass and the body is represented42

by a point mass. The SLIP model is self-stabilizing, i.e., the system can tolerate43

small perturbations without loosing its periodic locomotion pattern[6]. Seyfarth44

et al. showed the range of stiffness and angle combinations that resulted in self-45

stability for a simple SLIP model [20, 7].46

Many researchers have tried to find ways to widening this self-stabilizing47

region. Some have adapted the control of the SLIP model, such as Seyfarth et48

al. [21, 19] who use the stiffness and horizontal velocity values to influence the49

retraction of the leg during the flight phase and thus change the attack angle50

at touch down. Similarly, Schmitt [18] changes the attack angle based on the51

angle at lift off and desired angle.52

Another adopted approach is to change the morphology (stiffness) of the53

model. Owaki et al. investigated different nonlinear stiffness function and iden-54

tified the ones that are beneficial [15]. Similiary, Karssen et al. [13] optimized55

offline the stiffness function with respect to disturbance rejection. Also using56

increasing the number of leg segments, like in [16] and [17], lead to nonlinear57

stiffness functions and a bigger region of self-stabilization.58

Blum et al. [3] combined both previously mentioned methods by adding59

control strategies to change both angle and stiffness in the flight phase, ready60

for touch down. Iida et al. [12] use reinforcement learning to tune the motor61

frequency of a one legged robot based on the SLIP model.62

While all these approaches are able to widen the region of stable pairs of at-63

tack angle and stiffness, they don’t allow to learn from unsuccessful starting64

parameter (stiffness/attack angle) combinations. If these starting parameters65

are outside the area of self-stability there is no possibility of becoming stable.66

We propose a method that allows the SLIP model to adapt its attack angle67

(control parameter) and stiffness (morphological parameter) based on change in68

kinetic energy between strides through use of learning rules. This approach has69

a great potential to be used in variety of applications where learning/adaption70

over time is necessary. This ranges from locomotion rehabilitation devices to71

helping stroke patients, to supportive walking devices for elderly, to adaptive,72
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autonomous, legged robots. In all these cases, there is a need for learning to73

adapt to changes in either the human user (e.g. due to improvement through74

training or deterioration by aging) or the robot and environment (due to wear75

or changes in the ground dynamics) .76

In the next section, we briefly explain the SLIP model and described the used77

methodology. In Section 3 we present results and discuss their implications in78

the Section 4. Finally, we present a future outlook.79

2. Method80

2.1. The SLIP model81

Insert Figure 1 here82

This SLIP model has been introduced in [2] (and discussed further in [14]) as83

generic model of legged locomotion. Historically, the movement of the leg is84

formed of two phases; the flight phase and the stance phase, as shown in Figure85

1. We follow the simulation layout from [21].86

The leg was simulated in Matlab using the Forward Euler method for inte-87

gration with a time step of ∆t = 0.001 seconds. The SLIP model was simulated88

until either the leg fell over (the vertical height of the mass was less than ground89

level, i.e. y < 0) or the maximum time of t = 10 seconds (= 10′000 simulation90

time steps) was achieved. If the leg had not fallen over after 10 seconds it was91

considered stable. For this paper, the time from the point the leg is starting92

to move to when it falls over or it reaches 10 seconds is called as an episode.93

Therefore, the maximum length of one episode is 10 seconds. Note that po-94

tentially there are parameter combinations that could lead to falling over after95

10 seconds. However, we found that 10 seconds for the duration of an episode96

was a reasonable trade-off between simulation time and stability. Since, our97

approaches allows to learn from previous experience, e.g. either from a failed98

episode of t < 10 seconds or from a successful episode, we assume the model99

can ”get up” again and start with slightly changed parameters (either different100

attack angle α or stiffness k, or both). We allow the simulation to run a total of101
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100 episodes to learn from experience. This 100 episodes are referred to as one102

life time. Similiarly to our choice for the duration of one episode, a life time of103

100 episodes was found, after some testing, to be a reasonable trade-off between104

simulation time and stability. The resting length of the leg in the simulation105

was 1 m, the point mass was 80 kg. This is consistent with the values used in106

literature, see [21].107

2.2. Rule Set Design108

This section introduces the basic set of rules that was used to learn from one109

episode to another. Depending on the rules the SLIP model will either change110

the attack angle α, the stiffness k, or both. We systematically investigate all111

possible combinations of this basis rule set to obtain the best solutions. The112

goal was to have a SLIP model that can, through learning from failure and113

corresponding adaptation, reach stable solutions. The generic rule set as well114

as an example rule set are shown in Figure 2.115

Insert Figure 2 here116

The sets of rules for exploring the adaptation of attack angle and stiffness are117

similar. Each set consists of five individual rules. At the end of each episode the118

adaptation is based on the achieved distance Di and the distance achieved in119

the previous episode Di−1. Note that for a successful run the achieved distance120

is the distance the SLIP model has traveled after 10 s. For an unsuccessful run121

it is the distance traveled before model has fallen over.122

The key parameter for the adaptation process is the difference between these123

two distances, i.e., ∆D = Di −Di−1.124

The first rule dictates whether, upon a positive ∆D, the parameter (either α or125

k) should increase or decrease. Symmetry is employed, so if ∆D is negative the126

opposite occurs. Rule 2 dictates whether, when the parameter is to increase,127

this increase should be dependent on ∆D or a fixed value. Similarly, Rule 3128

dictates whether, when the parameter is to decrease, this amount should be129

fixed or unfixed.130

If the parameter change is unfixed (regardless of whether it is increasing/decreasing131
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or) the algorithm uses following Equation to calculate the parameter change.132

parameter change =
µ

2 + ∆D
, (1)

where ∆D = Di − Di−1 and µ is given by A4/S4. Note that if A3/S3 is133

unfixed, A5/S5 is redundant. The parameter change is then added or removed134

from the current parameter depending on Rules 2/3.135

If a fixed value is to be used Rules 4 and 5 dictate this value, 4 if the new136

parameter configuration has performed better, 5 if it has performed worse1.137

If the parameter is changed according to the rules to a value that is outside of138

the range (< 0◦, > 90◦ or a negative stiffness) the learning process is terminated139

(the lifetime is finished) and the rule set is determined unsuitable.140

Based on these basic rules, we investigated all possible combinations. Con-141

sidering that Rules A1, A2, and A3 are binary (i.e., either fixed/unfixed or142

increase/decrease) and we explored Rule A4 and Rule A5 for values from 0.01143

to 0.9 in 10 discretitized steps, we investigated at total of 23 ∗ 10 ∗ 10 = 800144

combinations (see for example Figure 4A). The same number of different rule145

set were explored for the stiffness adaptation using Rules S1-S5.146

For each of the 800 combinations we systematically tested a wide range of147

possible pairs of attack angles α and stiffness values k. The range encompassed148

for α, values from 20◦ to 90◦ (in 40 discrete steps) and for k from 2, 000 to 60, 000149

N/m (also in 40 discrete steps). This results in 1,600 different angle/stiffness150

pairs. Note that this range (i.e., lower and upper bounds ) has been chosen151

pragmatically; first, to fully encompassed the stability region as determined152

by [20] and, second, to explore enough interesting parameter combination to153

demonstrate the validity as well the limitations of our approach. For a given154

set of rules we simulated the model with all 1,600 different starting pairs and155

observed if the system was able to achieve stable locomotion through applying156

the rule over a lifetime (i.e., over 100 episodes).157

1Note that varying stiffness rules S4 and S5 are multiplied by a factor of 104 to allow for

the difference in magnitude between stiffness and attack angle.
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To assess whether a rule set is good or not, a success rate was defined. The158

success rate the percentage out of all 1, 600 possible starting points that lead159

to a stable solution (in percentage) applying the learning rules. For example, if160

a rule set would be able to find a stable solution for all 1, 600 combination, it161

would have a success rate of 100%. Since we use the same number of simulations162

for all rules, we can quantitatively compare them within the explored parameter163

range. Note that the success rate gives us a comparative measurement on the164

usefulness of any given set of learning rules. The higher the success rate, the165

bigger is the region of parameter combinations that our set of learning rules can166

recover from, i.e. it can lead successfully the system through learning to the167

stable region in the parameter space. This behaviour is particularly useful if168

we have to deal with real systems that change their dynamics, e.g. changes in169

stiffness due to age or failure.170

3. Results171

3.1. The Baseline: SLIP with No Parameter Changes172

First, we simulated the standard SLIP model (i.e., no online adapdation of173

parameters) to establish a baseline. We tested the model over the previously174

described 1,600 angle and stiffness combinations. Since no learning was included175

the stiffness and angle parameters were unable to change.176

Figure 3 shows the performance. A pink dot indicates a starting condition177

where a stable solution could not be obtained throughout the model’s life time.178

The figure clearly shows that a standard SLIP model only a small set of stiff-179

ness/angle combinations are leading to stable locomotion. This area of stability180

is in literature often referred as J-Figure (e.g., [20].) The success rate for the181

non-learning SLIP model was 3.75% (60 out 1600 parameter pairs were stable).182

Insert Figure 3 here183

184
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3.2. Adapting the Attack Angle185

This section describes the result from testing rules that change the attack186

angle α. Every combination (a total of 800) was tested and the results in form187

of success rates are presented in Figure 4. Table 1 summarizes the top 5 rule188

sets (they are also highlighted in red in Figure 4A). The best rule obtained a189

success rate of 78.93%, which is much higher compared to the standard SLIP190

model with 3.75% (the corresponding base line is the red line in Figure 4A).191

Insert Table 1 here192

Insert Figure 4 here193

The top scoring rule sets from Table 1 all follow a similar learning mechanism.194

If the current distance Di is larger than the previously achieved distance Di−1195

the angle of attack is increased. The amount is inversely proportional to δD.196

This allows the agent to climb the gradient of the SLIP model without over-197

shooting the global optimum (which is in the J-Figure). Accordingly, if the leg198

performance was worse than the the previous run, i.e., ∆D < 0, the angle was199

reduced by a fixed amount.200

Figure 4A also shows that any combination of our proposed rules for changing201

the attack angle is performing better than the default SLIP model, i.e., all suc-202

cess rates are higher than the base line in red. Similar to the Figure 3 we tested203

all starting combinations of α and k for the best rule set, see Figure 4B. It can204

been seen clearly that the region that leads to stable solutions is much bigger205

(success rate 78.93%) compared to the standard SLIP (success rate 3.75%, see206

Figure 3). But there are also some limitations visible in Figure 4B. It seems207

for starting points left to the J-figure (i.e., smaller angles) most of the points208

reach a stable solution (i.e., not a pink dot), while on the right side (higher209

angle values) the performance is limited. To further investigate that we looked210

at starting parameters specifically on the right side and on the left side and ob-211

served the change of α over time. If the starting angle is on the right hand side of212

the J-Figure, the learning mechanism will zig-zag away from the optimal region.213

214

By looking at the underlying gradient we can see that either side of the peak215
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stability region the gradient is negative. Consequently, when on the right side216

of the solution the update rules will lead away from the stable region, see Figure217

5B.218

Insert Figure 5 here219

Given this gradient arrangement, a rule set that would be able to distinguish220

between ”left” and ”right” would perform even better. However, our proposed221

setup did not allow for this, because we assume the system does not have the222

information in which direction the stable region is located. Another problem223

starting point area is shown by the red circle in Figure 4B. By looking at the224

development of the attack angle over time we observed oscillation between an225

angle slightly below the stable region and one slightly above it. Interestingly,226

this behaviour is unique to the top rule set and is not observed in the other top227

4 rules listed in Table 1. However, the other rules have lower success rates due228

more unstable points on the right-hand side (i.e., at higher attack angles).229

230

3.3. Adapting the Stiffness231

In addition to the angle changing rule set testing, we also tested 800 stiffness232

changing rule. Figure 6A summarizes the obtained success rates. Table 2 shows233

the top 5 stiffness changing rule sets.234

Insert Table 2 here235

Insert Figure 6 here236

For the best stiffness adaptation rule we plotted the region of success starting237

points, see Figure 6B. The corresponding success rate was 51%. One can see238

that the parameter regions that lead to stable solutions is much bigger than239

for the SLIP without learning (compare Figure 3, success rate 3.75%), but it’s240

smaller compared to the best angle adaptation rule (see Figure 4, success rate241

78.93%). Again, any of the tested adaptation rules performs better than the242

standard SLIP model with fixed parameters (compare red baseline in Figure243

4A).244

As with the angle changing rule sets, the top five stiffness changing rule sets all245
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follow the same three starting rules. The stiffness value is increased if the leg246

performs better than in the previous episode ∆ > 0, and decreased if ∆D <247

0. Both the increase and decrease of the stiffness is fixed regardless of the248

magnitude of ∆D.249

In contrast to the attack angle adaptation rule sets, where one rule seems to250

stand out with respect to performance, for stiffness adaptations there seems251

be various rule sets with the different first three rules (for example [Decrease,252

Fixed, Fixed], and even [Decrease, Unfixed, Fixed], see Figure 6A) that are also253

very successful.254

3.4. Adapting and Attack Angle and Stiffness Simultaneously255

Finally, the adaptation of both, attack angle and stiffness, was investigated.256

Due to the high number of possible combinations (640,000) not every single257

possible rule set was tested. In fact, it would take just under 1 year of simulation258

time to complete all this testing. Instead a simpler approach was taken.259

First, a stiffness and angle changing rule set was created by combining the260

best angle changing rule set (Table 1) with the best stiffness changing rule set261

(Table 2), i.e. [Increase, Unfixed, Unfixed, 0.67, 0.23] for adapting the attack262

angle, and [Increase, Fixed, Fixed, 0.89, 1] for adapting the stiffness. Figure 7263

shows the corresponding performance. The success rate was 75.56%, which is264

a little bit lower than the the best angle adaptation rule (78.93%), but higher265

than the best stiffness adaptation rule (51.0%).266

Insert Figure 7 here267

Although the overall success rate of the combined rule set is lower than the268

top angle changing rule set, an advantage of this combination is that the the269

problem area shown in Figure 9 does not show here. A disadvantage of this com-270

bination is the region highlighted by the black circle in Figure 7, which seems271

to emergence because of the combination. In this case the stiffness and angle272

change work against each other. The changes they introduce have opposite ef-273

fects resulting in a zig-zag pattern in a direction perpendicularly away from the274

area of stability. This suggests that the approach of simply combing the best275
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angle attack and stiffness adaptation rule sets is rather naive. Nevertheless,276

potentially, there are other combinations that perform better. Due to the huge277

search space we only tested combinations of all our top 5 rules (i.e. 25 combi-278

nations). The summary of the top five combinations can be found in Table 3.279

Interestingly, they all use the best angle rule set, but use inferior stiffness rule280

sets to achieve higher success rates.281

Insert table 3 here282

283

4. Discussion and Further Work284

This paper demonstrates that by allowing the SLIP model to learn from285

previous experience, it is able to recover from a much wider range of possible286

starting combinations of control parameter (attach angle) and morphological287

parameter (spring stiffness). This adds a new level of adapativity with the288

great potential to use it in a wide range of applications. For example, the289

approach could be employed in rehabilitation devices to help stroke patients,290

where stable walking is often a challenge. Another application could be support-291

ive walking devices (e.g. exoskeleton) for elderly who are particularly prune to292

falling over. Having a SLIP-model-based machine capable of adapting itself over293

time (i.e during a training phase supervised by a medical professional) would294

significantly improve the performance. Furthermore, it would be able to adapt295

itself over time in case of degenerative diseases, where locomotion capabilities296

of the user naturally decreases over time. In addition, the same approach would297

beneficial in the context of autonomous locomotion for robotic systems, e.g., in298

changing environments or changes in the dynamics due to extensive use.299

Our results suggest that updating the angle is more successful in achieving ro-300

bust locomotion than changing the stiffness. This is due to the fact that the301

angle rules establish a much steeper gradient close to the region of stability,302

compared to the one based on stiffness. Therefore, changing the angle has a303

bigger, positive effect (i.e., getting faster to the region of stability). This be-304
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came particularly obvious when we combined the top stiffness and the top angle305

changing rule sets. Furthermore, even adding small angle change to any given306

stiffness rule improved the success rate significantly.307

In this work we have only explored a small number of possible rule sets and308

combination with a brute force approach. While the presented results are en-309

couranging, various nonlinear optimization approaches, like Genetic Algorithms,310

cleary could be used to explore a much bigger space of combination and possible311

rules. This will be a part of future work.312

5. Figures313

Figure 1: Figure shows the two stages in the SLIP model – flight and stance. During the

flight phase the length of the massless spring remains constant and the pendulum follows a

ballistic trajectory until the foot comes in contact with ground level. During stance phase the

foot position of the leg remains constant. The mass rotates around the foot position driven

by the kinetic energy of the mass. The model switches to flight phase again, when the spring

has reached it’s resting length represented by lo. Other parameters the mass m, the stiffness

k, and the attack angel α.
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Figure 2: Generic rule set used throughout this paper. The left side show the set of rules

to adapt the attack angle α (rules A1-A5) and the right to adapt stiffness k (rules S1-S5).

The figure also shows the range for the different rules. Note that Increase/Decrease and

Fixed/Unfixed are binary. Also included in this figure is an example rule set for added clarity.
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Figure 3: Figure shows the amount of stable parameter combinations for all possible attack

angle and stiffness for basic SLIP model that does not adapt its parameters. A pink dot

indicates that no stable solution could be found with this starting position. It can be seen

that such a fixed SLIP model has very few stable starting points. The color coding in the

background reflects the average traveled distance for this given angle/stiffness combination.

The lighter the color the further it was able to locomote.
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Figure 4: A) shows the success rate (as defined in the text) for all 800 tested angle changing

rule sets. Each column represents 100 rule sets that share the same first three binary rules.

The red circle shows the location of the best sets of rules that are also detailed in Table 4. The

red line on the bottom shows the base line success rate (i.e. the success rate for a non-learning

model, see Figure 3). Areas of similar success rates seen in 1st, 4th, 6th and 8th columns are

due to the redundancy of the Rule A5 in these cases. It should be noted that the difference

between the stepped and spikey patterns is due to the particular arrangement of the rule sets.

If the rules were sorted differently a different arrangements of patterns would be seen. B)

shows the performance of the best angle changing rule set [Increase,Unfixed,Fixed,0.67,0.23].

A pink dot indicates that no stable solution could be found with this starting position. The

red circle highlights an area of unexpected problem starting points discussed in the text.
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Figure 5: The graphs show how the top angle changing rule set attempts learn a stable

solution. The top figures shows how the rule adapts its angles over multiples steps with

respect to the underlying cost function landscape. The bottom graphs show how the angle is

changed over time. A) shows results for a successful starting angle. B) shows results for an

unsuccessful starting position (from a pink dot). In both cases the green diamond indicates

the start position, a red star the final position. The stiffness in both cases is kept constant at

20,000 N/m. The green lines on the bottom graphs show the angle where the model would

be stable.
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Figure 6: A) shows the success rate (as defined in the text) for all 800 tested stiffness changing

rule sets. Each column represents 100 rule sets that share the same first three binary rules.

The red circle shows the location of the best sets of rules that are also detailed in Table 4. The

red line on the bottom shows the base line success rate (i.e. the success rate for a non-learning

model, see Figure 3). Areas of similar success rates seen in 1st, 4th, 6th and 8th columns are

due to the redundancy of the Rule S5 in these cases.It should be noted that the difference

between the stepped and spikey patterns is due to the particular arrangement of the rule sets.

If the rules were sorted differently a different arrangements of patterns would be seen. B)

Performance of the best angle changing rule set [Increase, Fixed, Fixed, 0.89, 1]. A pink dot

indicates that no stable solution could be found with this starting position.17



Figure 7: Performance when the best stiffness and angle changing rule sets are combined, i.e.,

[Increase, Unfixed, Fixed, 0.67, 0.23 (angle) Increase, Fixed, Fixed, 0.89, 1 (stiffness)]. The

black circle highlights an interesting area of unexpected problem starting points. See text for

discussion.
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6. Tables314

Rule Set Success Rate

Increase, Unfixed, Fixed, 0.67, 0.23 78.93%

Increase, Unfixed, Fixed, 0.78, 0.23 73.91%

Increase, Unfixed, Fixed, 0.45, 0.12 71.12%

Increase, Unfixed, Fixed, 0.34, 0.12 71.12%

Increase, Unfixed, Fixed, 0.56, 0.12 69.31%

Table 1: Top 5 successful angle changing rule sets and their corresponding success rates. These

top rules can also be seen in Figure 4 within the red circle.

Rule set Success Rate

Increase, Fixed, Fixed, 0.89, 1.00 51.0%

Increase, Fixed, Fixed, 0.78, 0.89 50.5%

Increase, Fixed, Fixed, 0.56, 0.67 49.9%

Increase, Fixed, Fixed, 0.45, 0.56 49.3%

Increase, Fixed, Fixed, 0.67, 0.78 49.3%

Table 2: Top 5 successful stiffness changing rule set and their corresponding success rates.

These top rules can also be seen in Figure 6 within the red circle.
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Angle Rule Rank Stiffness Rule Rank Success Rate

1 4 76.31%

1 3 76.31%

1 2 76.25%

1 5 75.81%

1 1 75.56%

Table 3: Table showing top 5 of the 25 different rule set combinations tested

our work.323
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